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People always say that a really good book makes the familiar look new again. In cookbooks this

is a particular virtue, since nothing we eat is really new. Most of the ingredients we use, in fact,

have been around for centuries and are consumed by the ton each day.

Take rice, for instance, which I eat at the rate of about half a pound a week. That includes

jasmine, basmati, sushi, arborio, and Carnaroli, not to mention the wild varieties one has on

special occasions. I thought I knew a thing or two.

But how like a foodie to confuse consumption with connoisseurship! Marie Simmons's

astonishing new book, "The Amazing World of Rice," put me gently but firmly in my place. Rice

is not merely the bread of Asia, she explains. In a thousand guises - paella, pilaf, risotto,

noodles, puddings, and porridges - the ancient staple rules the globe. It grows everywhere but

Antarctica.

Simmons is particularly good at adapting recipes to a stripped- down kitchen (as a student I

ended up permanently "borrowing" her "365 Ways to Cook Pasta" from a friend). In "World of

Rice," roasted carrot and leek risotto offered a subtle variation on the classic. I discovered a

splendid one-dish lamb and rice pilaf with dried apricots and walnuts. Blackeyed peas and rice in

hoppin' John, the Southern staple, came out steaming and tender. Lemon-custard rice pudding

offered the silken texture of a creme brulee.

More involved recipes were not as successful; lamb kebabs on golden rice and saffron-orange

rice with roasted chicken both held the promise of something irresistible. Both turned out

watery.

Despite this, my copy is now littered with Post-its marking recipes for future meals. Simmons

makes a powerful case for rice as a starch for all seasons.

While Simmons demonstrates that not all rice comes from Asia, Corinne Trang's "Essentials of

Asian Cuisine" makes the point, conversely, that not all Asian food is rice. Asian cookbooks

have a tendency to do battle over authenticity. A cook starts to wonder if she can attempt the



cuisine of even one country without a lifetime of apprenticeship.

It was an act of daring erudition for Trang to produce what amounts to a Grand Unified Theory

of Asian cooking.

Trang makes an argument for China's centrality in the development of Asian cooking, but

devotes considerable attention to the regional cooking of each country.

Trang does her best to write workable recipes; techniques were sometimes unfamiliar. I was

repeatedly astounded when things turned out unequivocally delicious.

I had longed for years to make sweet rice packages (jeng zi), and finally learned how to

assemble them here; the faintly sweet and heady scent of fresh bamboo leaves filled the

kitchen. A homey dish of braised napa cabbage was dazzling in its simplicity, the thick woodsy

mushrooms mingling with sweet cabbage and salty soy.

There were some ordeals I would have considered practically fatal. Korean noodles stuck fast to

the pan in chap chae.

I know this because they were eaten so fast I was scraping the bottom for more. Making banh

cuon, a simple Vietnamese street food, was a phenomenal pain. Slippery, thin pancakes made

from a rice batter tore and took ages; the garnishes alone took half an hour. It was out of this

world; the delicate texture of the cloud ear mushrooms set off the pungent, seasoned pork.

Just to punish myself, I also tried tempura, starting early to make seaweed stock for the

dipping sauce. Late that evening, covered in batter, I finally sampled my first homemade

tempura - crisp, light, delicately dipped in the gingered sauce - and practically swooned, one

happy cook in need of a shower.

Although her prep instructions are not flawless, she never misses when blending ingredients. It

makes you forgive her oversights.
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